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4/5/6 July 2014 
Pienza and Monticchiello (Siena)
Ecology & Spirituality in the heart of Tuscany 
1st bilingual edition Italian-English!

Theme of the third edition of Aurora Festival is the vision of the Earth as Gaia, a living being who gives and sustains life, 
a dimension where everything is inter-connected and where all our actions acknowledge the sacredness of the Earth. 
A vision that in these times of global crisis can help us change our paradigms, reduce exploitation, violence and 
ignorance, and lead us to find harmony in diversity,  towards the unity of opposites, joy and peace.

THE SPIRIT OF THE EARTH

Our guest of honour for 2014 is Vandana Shiva, world renowned physicist - environmentalist from India. She will introduce her movement 
Navdanya, Nine Seeds, for the defense of biological and cultural diversity, and its seat in Florence, chaired by publisher Giannozzo Pucci. She 
will speak on how organic agriculture is the only sustainable healthy alternative to genetically modified food, and on how to protect our freedom 
of choice on such a fundamental issue, menaced by powerful economic interests in spite of human and planetary integrity.
French economist-philosopher Serge Latouche, author of fundamental texts on Degrowth, considers this political-economical strategy princi-
pally a vision of wisdom. According to the worlds of Mahatma Gandhi: The world has enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for everyone’s 
greed. Degrowth is a concrete utopia: an answer to the crisis of the affluent society, and a way out from failed promises of happiness

Maurizio Pallante, leader of the Happy Degrowth movement and author of Monasteries of the Third Millennium, and Duccio Demetrio, director 
of the Free University of Autobiography and author of Religiosity of the Earth, will discuss how their respective visions and educational practices 
converge towards a fertile alliance towards the Earth’s custody, which we are called to develop: a New Narration of the World.

THE ENVIRONMENT IS US

Animate Earth, a film directed by Sally Angel, will open the festival. It will be introduced 
by ecologist Bruno d’Udine who will comment on deep ecology, a discipline aiming for an 
intimate contact with the environment.
Environmentalist Helena Norberg-Hodge will speak about the Economics of Happiness. 

One of the established ideas of our culture is the concept of man as a dominator over nature, 
seen as an object to fulfill his wishes: a vision leading to environmental and spiritual collapse. 
But we are part of Nature. There is no separation is Jonathan Horwitz’s motto. Shaman with 
30 years teaching experience, Horwitz will hold a seminar and a workshop on Spiritual Ecology, 
with Zara Waldeback. On Saturday he will lead a Peace Ceremony on Pienza’s main square, 
with our guests and members of the International Shamanic Community. Everyone is invited!

There are many ways to awaken and care for the rise of a new awareness: Duccio Demetrio, 
writer and educator, will hold a seminar on Eco-Narration. Marco Bertali, psychiatrist and 
psychotherapist, author of  a Manual for a Psychiatry without Medication, will talk on Psychiatry 
as Soul Medicine and a teach a seminar on The Sacred Ritual of Psyche Warriors.
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Ecology & Spirituality 
In the heart of Tuscany

1st bilingual edition Italian-English! 

Visions, seminars, workshops, 
inter-disciplinary meetings 

in Siena’s country

Poetry, Yoga, Music, Organic Food, 
Children’s Program, Peace Ceremony

EDUCATING OUR CHILDREN: A CHALLENGE TO TAKE ON

This year we start a Children Program, coordinated by ecologist educator Gaia Belvedere, 
with an impressive team out of the Swinging London: Zoe Hart, ex DJ of the Ministry of Sound, 
with three girlfriends, will run a program of Yoga, Nutrition, Sound Therapy, Music and Drama 
for children from 4 to 14 years old, in English translated in Italian. Gaia Belvedere will also lead 
an Eco-Education course for adults, and a seminar for children.

A reading of Mariangela Gualtieri, great artist of verse and stage, will open the Saturday 
evening program in the evocative cloister of Palazzo Piccolomini, the main historical palace 
in Pienza. It contains a few verses about children that I would like to quote, the ending of her 
poem Sermon to the Young of my Species. A piece evoking a state of ecstasis and union with 
life, an underlying splendour typical of the magic moments of childhood: a magic to which 
too many among us lost access. Her words are an incentive to stop searching and start being.

Bebetta Campeti
Director Aurora Festival

SERMON TO THE YOUNG OF MY SPECIES
by Mariangela Gualtieri

(…) You who were the gates of the kingdom of heaven
and no one could enter without passing through you
you who were pure joy
you who were us frozen in the greatest beauty
you who were like the young of other animals
you who understood the mysterious splendour of animals
you who slept a perfect and blessed sleep
you who awoke laughing
you who danced riotous dances.
You our domestic deities.

Be born again, little ones. Stay.
Be. Save. Swear. Be. Be.
Be.
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BIRTH: SEEDS OF THE FUTURE

We are the children of the Earth. To educate future generations to respect and understand  our 
inter-dependent relation with Nature, we must start from the beginning, from birth. Orientalist 
philosopher Grazia Marchianò, expert of the ecstatic ways of the East and West, curator of her 
late husband Elemire Zolla’s impressive body of work on History of Religions and curator of the 
book Earth’s Religion, will speak about Spiritual birth as Consciousness awakening. 

Young and determined obstetrician gynaecologist Niccolò Giovannini, working in a senior 
capacity at the renowned Mangiagalli Clinic in Milan, will tell us about his experience with 
medicalized birth in our hospital system, about birth in tribal areas of India with Doctors 
without Borders, birth in emergency in Haiti where he served as a volunteer after the earthquake, 
and natural birth as a conscious experience at the Bumi Sehat Clinic in Bali, Indonesia
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MOTHER EARTH

Everywhere in the world the Earth is called Mother, and associated to the feminine and its cycles of birth, growth, death and regeneration. 
Annamaria Alzapiedi, Shiatsu and Bach Flower therapist, and Bebetta Campeti, Festival director and shamanic practitioner, will teach a wor-
kshop on The Feminine and the Cycle of Life. Maritza Villavicencio, Peruvian historian and diviner, will speak on Earth Goddesses of the Andes 
and will hold a workshop on The Pallares Oracle, based on throwing of sacred beans used in the ancient Mochica culture.
Michelè Moreau will tell us about her on-going project Education against Excision in Sierra Leone, that freed 500 girls from this practice, exchan-
ging it with free education in a school that she founded, and contributes to eradicate a form of genital mutilation harmful for health, sexuality and 
the integrity of feminine body. 

Matteo Politi, a Naturopath with a doctorate in Phyto-Chemistry, will take us on a Nature Walk to discover spontaneous plants of the val d’Orcia, 
and will introduce us to the character, properties and usage of some medicinal plants. Grazia Cecchinato will make us move and breathe in 
unison with the Earth’s healing energies, through practice of Yoga and Pranayama.


